
Policing revision notes-Week 1 

 The Australian policing system reflects systems that emerged in?? Britain 

Early institutions of law enforcement. Prior to the 1800s, there were different mechanisms for law 

enforcement and maintaining public order in different societies, ranging from organised bodies to 

informal groups of watchmen or militia. Indigenous resistance, gold rushes and outbreaks of 

bushranging all served to shape highly centralised policing organisations in the Australian 

colonies.  

Robert Peel and the establishment of the Metropolitan Police of London. The model of the 

modern police force is generally traced back to the London Metropolitan Police, founded by Sir 

Robert Peel in 1829 (London police are still often referred to as 'Bobbies'). 

Policing at the turn of the 20th century. In pre-federation Australia, each of the colonies established 

their own police forces. When these colonies merged to create the Commonwealth of Australia in 

1901, the states retained the rights and responsibilities for their internal law enforcement. The 

development of federal bodies to oversee policing across Australia has been complicated by the 

political relationships between the Commonwealth and the states. 

 

Policing since the Second World War. Officers no longer had to ask permission to marry. Officers 

wives were not allowed paid employment and had to be an auxiliary to their husbands-taking 

messages etc. Women were finally accepted into the police force but mainly to deal with women and 

children only. More patrol police in cars were used and less beat police. There were increasing 

industrial disputes from the second world war.  

 

Police corruption. The fall of Scotland yard in 1969-1972 were Kenneth Drury commander of the 

flying squad and Wallace Virgo head of serious crimes squad were both jailed for corruption. 1972 

Robert Mark became commissioner to clean up the corruption. “Noble cause corruption” was termed 

this due to the pressure on police to solve crimes - dealings with criminals to solve crimes-this 

escalated around 1970’s due to the IRA bombings and the release of Birmingham six and the 

Guildford four, this led to a royal commission in 1984 (PACE), the police and criminal evidence act 

was introduced to ensure police did not abuse their power when interrogating suspects. Ali Dezaei, 

Scottland yard commander, jailed in 2010 for 4 years due to 30 years of corruption and trying to arrest 

and frame an innocent man. Other cases involved selling seized drugs and property/goods taken 

during raids/busts. SOCA (serious and organised crime agency), suspects officers are now at a greater 

risk of engaging in corruption ie at gyms purchasing and using steroids, leaking confidential 

information for financial gain, free meals, discounts on goods etc offered by criminals. This is termed 

“organisational deviance”. Ethical climate surveys_ have become a standard tool of integrity 

diagnostics. These surveys ask about attitudes to ethical issues and willingness to report 

breaches. 

 

The police role today. In the last 30 years there has been a dual emphasis on policing, crime 

detection and crime prevention. The emphasis on targeting serious offenders is with heavy handed 

tactics, guns, capsicum spray (reactive policing)etc, then the softer side of (proactive policing) 

neighbourhood watch and juvenile liaison schemes and public services to prevent the occurrence of 

crime and increase public participation and acceptance. Today policing is largely based on receiving 


